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We report on current theoretical understanding of the characteristics of self-generated zonal
flows as observed in nonlinear gyrokinetic simulations of toroidal ITG turbulence [Science 281,
1835 (1998)], and discuss various possibilities for experimental measurements of signature of
zonal flows.
I. Physics of Random Shearing by Zonal Flows
During the past several years, a lot of progress has been made in understanding the role of
self-generated zonal flows in nonlinearly regulating Ion Temperature Gradient (ITG) turbulence,
and associated transport. The self-generated zonal flows are radially localized (kr a >> 1),
axisymmetric (kφ = 0), and mainly poloidal E × B flows, uE . Their high kr components can
vary in the eddy turnover time scale[1] unlike externally driven macroscopic E × B flows which
vary in much slower time scale.
An analysis of the nonlinear gyrofluid simulation results has indicated that the instantaneous
E × B shearing rate associated with self-generated zonal flows exceed the maximum linear
growth rate by an order of magnitude, while the turbulence fluctuation amplitude remained
definitely above thermal noise level and the ion thermal transport remained anomalous. This
was somewhat puzzling since in the case with the macroscopic E×B shear flows which are now
routinely measured or calculated in existing toroidal devices, their plasmas made transition to
enhanced confinement regimes[2] when the E×B shearing rate in general toroidal geometry[3]
(0)
2
(0)
∂ Er
ωE = (RBBθ) ∂ψ
( RBθ ) exceeds the linear growth rate of microinstabilities in the absence of the
E × B shear.
To understand this qualitative difference between the nonlinear simulation results with fluctuating zonal flows and the experimental results regarding the equilibrium E×B flows, we have
considered a model problem[4] in which we assumed that the potential for zonal flow varies sinusoidally in time with a characteristic frequency ωf . We have shown that fast time varying
components of zonal flows are less effective in shearing turbulence eddies. The fundamental
reason for this is that the zonal flow shear pattern changes before the eddies can be completely
torn apart. The turbulent eddies can then recover some of their original shape, and the shearing
effect is reduced. An effective shearing rate including this effect has been derived analytically
and evaluated from the long term gyrofluid simulations[4]. Overall, it was somewhat below but
comparable to the linear growth rate[4], qualitatively consistent with considerable reduction[5],
not total suppression of turbulence observed in simulations. It is worth noting that a similar
behavior has been observed experimentally just prior to H-mode transition[6]. Our gyrokinetic
simulations show significant broadening of kr spectrum due to zonal flows as indicated in Fig.
1.
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Figure 1: kr spectrum of ambient turbulence from gyrokinetic simulation is broadened due to
random shearing of eddies by self-generated E × B flows.
These are in qualitative agreements with our analytical prediction that the radial correlation
length ∆r ≡ ∆ψ/RBθ , is reduced by the flow shear relative to its value ∆r0 ≡ ∆ψ0/RBθ ,
determined by ambient turbulence alone:


∆ψ0
∆ψ

2

=1+

2
ωEf
f
∆ωT2

(1)

Therefore, we expect that considerable fluctuation reduction occurs when the following effective shearing rate ωEf f becomes comparable to the decorrelation rate of the ambient turbulence,
∆ωT .
2
3 1/4
(0) ((1 + 3F ) + 4F )
q
ωEf f ≡ ωE
(2)
(1 + F ) (1 + 4F )
(0)

Here ωE is the instantaneous E × B shearing rate. R∆φ is the correlation length in toroidal
direction, and F ≡ ωf2 /∆ωT2 . When Er varies slowly enough such that F << 1, we have
(0)
ωEf f = ωE , and recover the previous result in general toroidal geometry[3]. On the other
(0)
hand, when Er varies fastly in time such that F >> 1, we have ωEf f << ωE . In this case, it
is difficult to achieve turbulence reduction. This summarizes our theoretical understanding of
random shearing process at a kinematic level. Other characteristics of zonal flows observed in
gyrokinetic simulations are summarized in Ref.[7].
A statistical theory based on drift wave kinetics in random media consisting of an ensemble
zonal flows[8] also predicts broadening of kr spectrum by random refraction. In that work,
a turbulence plasma is considered as a self-regulating two component system consisting of the
usual ambient ITG turbulence and (kφ , kθ ) = (0, 0) component which is zonal flow. Since zonal
flow cannot tap the expansion free energy associated with pressure gradient directly, the energy
lost by turbulence by random shearing is gained by zonal flows as illustrated in Fig 2. Although
we usually discuss each process independently, duality of random shearing and flow generation
is just a statement on the nonlinear mode coupling, specifically a distant interaction between
finite kθ and zero kθ modes[8]. Therefore, a bi-spectral analysis of fluctuation data could be
useful in demonstrating the existence of zonal flows[9].
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Fig. 2. Self-regulating ITG turbulence-zonal flow system

II. Search for Signature of Zonal Flows
Since it requires an order of magnitude improvement in temporal resolution to measure the
zonal flows with an autocorrelation rate of the order of 5 KHz directly in the core plasma using
the present Spectroscopy or Motional Stark Effect diagnostics capabilities, it is useful to look
for signatures of zonal flows on the ambient turbulence[7]. One way to systematically
demonstrate the effects of zonal flows is to change plasma parameters in such a way as to
change the zonal flow intensity while keeping the linear instability properties
nondimensionally similar, and show the agreement between experiments (from Beam
Emission Spectroscopy, reflectometry, microwave scattering, and 3-d microwave imaging) and
theory (from gyrokinetic simulations with collisions) of ambient turbulence spectra of kr and
kθ . Systematic nondimensional ν∗ scan experiments will be illuminating, since a realistic level
of ion-ion collisions in the core plasma will affect only the zonal flow damping, not the ITG or
Trapped Ion Mode linear growth rate[10]. As the ion-ion collsions are increased, with other
parameters fixed in gyrokinetic simulations, an decrease in the ambient turbulence spectra of
kr and an increase in ion thermal transport have been observed. The increase in ion thermal
transport is in qualitative agreement with trends from previous ν∗ scan of DIII-D H-mode
plasmas[11] and C-Mod H-mode plasmas[12]. It is remarkable that bursty behavior of density
fluctuations with a period close to collisional damping time of flows has been also observed in
simulations[13]. The observed bursting period (∼ 3ms) in TFTR Reversed Shear plasmas[13]
is also close to the collisional damping time of zonal flows as shown in Fig. 3. Bursting
behavior in the experiments could be used for zonal flows studies since it naturally exhibits
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both the high zonal flow-low ambient turbulence state and the low zonal flow-high ambient
turbulence state, and thus facilitates the scalings studies in simulations without a need for
changing the equilibrium profiles.
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Fig. 2. Bursting of fluctuations have been observed in both experiments and simulations
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